
Arlington Special Education Advisory Committee
MINUTES

September 20, 2022
In Person with Zoom

Recording of Meeting: https://vimeo.com/767152239
See Appendix for the Zoom Meeting Chat

ASEAC Members:

https://vimeo.com/767152239




3. Submit periodic reports and recommendations regarding the education of
children with disabilities to the divi
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provide more resources for placing students in segregated settings. Same
student could get twice as much funding for a maximally segregated setting
than an inclusive setting. APS needs to real







Heather: Planning factors about allocation of FTs, incentives has to do with recruitment

Mary: There is precedent for incentives for hard to sta� positions. The school board has
an upcoming monitoring item on HR, with a section on recruiting. ASEAC should
comment (in person or writing) to address recruiting and sta�ng for special education
positions. Comments in the October/November time frame would be useful.

Parent Resou



Appendix 1: Transcript of meeting Zoom chat

00:38:14 Julio/APS/JBInterpreters@gmail.com: no se puede escuchar bien la
señora presentando la reunion.
00:38:38 Julio/APS/JBInterpreters@gmail.com: y los telefonos no estan en mudo
00:39:29 Kathryn Pericak: Please let us know if you can hear ok
00:40:23 Kathryn Linehan: Yes as long as people keep their mics muted if they
are not talking
00:41:39 Kathleen Donovan: Hi, everyone. Thanks for your patience as we 



to submit questions and RSVP for the event:
https://www.arlingtonsepta.org/superintendents-chat/
01:19:05 Jennifer Wheelock: David, I'm also interested in helping with this.  I
brought it up again as a reminder at BAC last week as there is a lot of interest in work
around planning factors.
01:19:17 Kathryn Linehan: I would also like to participate in planning factor
discussions
01:21:12 Julio/APS/JBInterpreters@gmail.com: cannot hear audience members
well
01:22:05 Nadia Facey (she/her): aseac.mail@gmail.com
01:22:12 Kathleen Donovan: Julio, is it hard to hear individuals in the room?
01:22:45 Julio/APS/JBInterpreters@gmail.com: just those away from mics
01:22:45 Nadia Facey (she/her): It's harder to hear people not at the table…
01:25:21 Kathleen Donovan: OK. We are using two Anker bluetooth microphones.
If anyone has experience/suggestions on better devices, please let me know. Thanks
for the feedback. We were trying to avoid moving the speakers hoping they'd capture
sound well enough, but someone may have a better solution.
01:35:49 Wendy Pizer: I can share that SEPTA has also heard concerns about
sta�ng  shortages impacting SWD, incluƄclxpuƄc ts arinolutij …
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